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Microsoft + 3 undervalued stocks  

Microsoft (MSFT) is currently the world’s most valuable company. The release of its Q4 earnings
confirmed that this $1 trillion company continues to grow revenue and earnings at a double digit pace.
Here’s why Charlie Aitken thinks MSFT remains one of the world’s highest quality structural growth
stocks.

As Tony Featherstone says in his article today, this is no time to chase high-flying stocks or load up on
Australian equities. He says you need to be even more stock-selective to pinpoint value. We asked
Tony to look at 3 undervalued stocks for those investors comfortable with risk.

    Sincerely,

 
  Peter Switzer
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What’s the world’s highest quality structural
growth stock?
by Charlie Aitken

 
Microsoft reported an incredibly solid set of numbers
to close out their 4Q19/FY19, with revenue and
earnings beats relative to consensus and their
guidance from top to bottom line. Some of the
revenue strength (and related margin upside) was
due to a pull-forward of demand related to tariff
concerns but the bulk of the upside was from
enterprise contracts where businesses opted for
higher priced plans (particularly Office 365), or
extended both the terms and scope of existing
engagements to incorporate more Microsoft solutions
into their internal business digitization plan.

Particularly noteworthy is the ongoing margin
expansion as Azure (cloud) scales, with CFO Amy
Hood referring (yet again) to ‘significant improvement
in Azure gross margin’ driving Commercial Cloud
gross margins 600bps higher. Another positive is the

extremely strong pipeline of business already
secured: contracted revenue (but not yet recognised
in the income statement) was $91bn – up 25% from
June 2018. Given that clients are signing longer-term
contracts, only about 50% of that will be recognised in
the next year.

Revenue growth of ~12% was driven mostly by strong
momentum in Intelligent Cloud (+18.6%) and
Productivity and Business services (+14.3%), whilst
More Personal Computing (+4.3%) came in ahead of
expectations.

A strong US dollar reduced the top-line by ~2% (and
closer to 3% from a diluted headline EPS growth
perspective.) Gross and operating margins expanded
at a corporate level. Intelligent Cloud operating
margins contracted, but this is driven by a mix shift to
the currently lower-margin Azure segment; as it
grows, the margins will expand, meaning the
long-term outlook remains attractive.

More Personal Computing (the name of their personal
computing revenue segment) outperformed
consensus as channel partners opted to stock up on
inventory in the event of an adverse outcome in the
US/China trade negotiations (i.e. distribution channels
ended up buying more laptops/PCs to stock up in
advance of any potential disruption). This

boosted Windows OEM revenues but has left the
channel with above-average inventory. I would expect
this segment to underperform in 1H20, on the
assumption that the channel de-stocks (and trade
tensions don’t escalate). Equally, several pieces of
software (Windows 7, SQL Server and Windows
Server 2008) going end of support in 1H20, meaning
the business is currently enjoying the benefits of a
refresh cycle as enterprises spend to migrate to the
newer supported offerings.
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There was a one-off charge this quarter that resulted
in a net tax benefit of $2.6bn, making the net profit
growth look stronger than it actually is; the normalised
number for net profit growth is +21.1%. This
translated into incredibly strong cash from operations
(growth of 41% YoY) and FCFF (30% YoY growth),
largely driven by the very strong expansion in
Unearned Revenue.

Guidance for 1Q20 and FY20 was also above
expectations:

1Q20 revenues are expected to grow around
10.2% YoY to $32.05bn, with a gross margin
of ~66.8%, an operating margin of ~35.1%.,
implying EPS of around $1.26 (compared to
consensus around $1.19)
Full-year guidance called for ‘double digit
revenue growth’, ~11.5% operating expense
growth and ‘stable margins’, translating to
double digit operating profit growth. I think the
latter may prove to be conservative – they
have guided operating margins to be flat
year-on-year (and beat it) for an extended
period of time now. I would venture the margin
expansion in Azure is strong enough to offset
any mix shift to lower margin segments.

If I had to point to some areas of weakness, Windows
OEM non-Pro revenues (-8%) remains an area of
concern, given pressure at the low end of the
consumer PC market. Gaming (-10%) was also weak,
but this is likely a combination of a tough base (4Q18
was when Fortnite really took off, driving console
sales and attach rates), a lack of new titles (to be
addressed later this year), and the fact that the
current console generation is now nearly 5 years old.
Microsoft is beginning to test xCloud, which is their
play in the streaming games on demand theme (think
Netflix for games); combined with Xbox Live Game
Pass, I think they are moving to a more sustainable
gaming monetization model, which can speak to a
much larger addressable market; this will be
enhanced when the next generation console
launches in 2020. Finally, Search volumes and
revenues were also weak, only growing by 10%.

Azure growth has slowed to only +64% (+68% in
constant currency) year-on-year, but I think that’s
more a function of the increasing size of the base

than any softness in demand.

In valuing the business, I make the following
assumptions:

FY20: +12% revenue growth, 66% gross
margin (+10bps year-on-year), 35.3%
operating margin (+120bps year-on-year), all
equating to operating profit growth of ~14%,
and diluted EPS (earnings per share) growth
of +13.3% (when normalising for the tax rate
in 4Q19). This equates to FCFF (free clash
flow to firm) growth of 17.4%.
Beyond FY20, a revenue CAGR (compound
annual growth rate) of 7% (from roughly 12%
p.a. for FY21 to FY22, then beginning to
moderate to mid-single digits by FY24) and
ongoing operating margin expansion
(+400bps over from FY21  to FY24 to ~40%,
thereafter only ticking marginally higher to
41%) driving FCFF compounding at 8% out to
FY29.
WACC (weighted average cost of equity) of
9% (cost of debt: 2.4%; cost of equity: 9.7%),
terminal growth rate of 3%

Normalised WACC of 10.85% (cost of equity of
11.7%) for the buy-at price.

Using these assumptions, I value the business as
follows:

Target price:      $148.70

Fair value:          $142.00

Analysts upgrades FY20 consensus earnings per
share from $5.10 to $5.21 as illustrated in the chart
below.
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Investment thesis

Microsoft is a play on the ongoing transition of
business IT workloads from the on-premises,
licensed-based enterprise model to the cloud-based
(public or hybrid) ‘as-a-service’ delivery model.
Given its enterprise IT experience, breadth of
offering, strong incumbency status, and reinvigorated
strategic vision, we believe Microsoft is exceptionally
well positioned to maintain its share of IT budgets as
they transition, whilst also capturing new spend via
offerings such as Azure and Windows 365.

For this transition to play out, we would expect
ongoing double-digit growth in Commercial Cloud
revenues, with legacy on-premises offerings declining
slowly. This transition was at first margin dilutive, but
we believe we are now beyond the trough driven by
the mix shift to lower margin cloud businesses. As
revenues grow and the cloud businesses scale, we
expect margins across the business to expand,
driving strong profit and free cash flow growth. The
latter gives Microsoft optionality to continue to invest
in new initiatives, whilst also having a healthy capital
return programme (via both dividends and share
repurchases.)

Key risks

In the near term, the biggest risk to the business is
likely worsening of economic conditions, negatively
impacting enterprise IT budgets. This would likely
cause near-term downside but would not materially
impact the competitive position.

The single biggest risk to our valuation is a material
disappointment in Azure growth, driven either by
competitive dynamics or aforementioned material
economic slowdown curtailing IT spending. (Given
that, in most cases, a cloud/as-a-service transition
reduces costs to enterprise CIOs, the latter may
prove somewhat resilient in a downturn). Should the
IaaS landscape become vastly more competitive on
price – likely due to AWS dropping prices – it would
mean a) a potential for revenue disappointment, as
AWS grows faster, and b) substantially less margin
expansion, due to the lack of operating leverage as
Azure grows in the mix. In the long term, the biggest
risk to Azure is that margin assumptions are too high
– that Amazon, being the largest public cloud provider

– can enjoy wider margins, or compete to ensure
Microsoft never reaches their margin levels.

From a bigger picture perspective, the biggest risk to
Microsoft is ceding its dominant incumbent position in
enterprise IT to competition – particularly vertical
players who could look to address specific niches
(Zoom vs. Skype, Slack vs. Teams, etc.) We think
this is a remote risk, though worth monitoring.

And finally, in terms of the DOJ antitrust investigation
in the search, social media and retail online vertical
against dominant platforms (read Alphabet, Facebook
and Amazon),  I feel Microsoft is largely out of the
scope of these investigations (or will at worst be
exposed via LinkedIn, which is not overly material to
the investment case).

MSFT remains one of the world’s highest quality
structural growth stocks.

Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regard to your
circumstances.
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3 undervalued stocks to consider
by Tony Featherstone

 
Finding value in Australian equities is hard work after
this year’s rally. The ASX 200 index is pricey after
delivering a 21% total return so far in 2019.

On Morningstar’s numbers, the Australian share
market is 20% overvalued on a
capitalisation-weighted basis. I also think the market
has run too far, and in the past two months have
suggested readers lower equities exposure and
increase cash and fixed interest in portfolios.

Bull markets do not last forever. With the US bull
market now the longest in history, investors should
make portfolios more defensive, to preserve capital
during the next financial shock. And have cash
available to buy equities at bargain prices when the
downturn arrives.

Several European countries this month joined
Germany and Japan in the negative interest yield
club. Effectively, investors are paying these
governments to hold their money for years, via
10-year bonds with negative yields. Don’t rule out
Australia joining them in the next few years.

The global economy is becoming gloomier, judging by
the recent downturn in the Global Purchasing
Managers Index (PMI), a barometer of manufacturing
activity. And the United States is expected to cut
interest rates as US/China trade tensions affect
economic activity.

In Australia, the upcoming earnings season will
probably show lacklustre profit growth in industrial
companies, banks and other sectors exposed to
property. Resources should do well given gains in
spot commodity prices and interest-rate-sensitive
stocks should go okay because of the fall in rates. But
the market has already priced in that scenario.

Ultimately, share prices are a function of earnings
and it is hard to see better-than-expected earnings
growth (outside of resources) in a slowing Australian
economy. The sustainability of the equity rally
depends on higher earnings growth justifying higher
valuation multiples.

Clearly, this is no time to chase high-flying stocks or
load up on Australian equities. Negative bond yields
overseas signal economic distress and the global
economy is slowing. Yet commodity and equity prices
are rallying. It could end badly.

In that context, investors must be even more
stock-selective to pinpoint value. I’ve nominated
three undervalued stocks: Western Areas, Nufarm
and Domino’s Pizza Enterprises. Each is a
contrarian idea that suits experienced investors
comfortable with risk.

Other stocks I considered were: Reliance Worldwide
Corporation, Link Administration Holdings, laboratory
group ALS, CSR, Worleyparsons, Woodside
Petroleum and Charter Hall Group in the Australian
Real Estate Investment Trust (A-REIT) sector.

1. Western Areas (WSA)

Nickel’s sharp price rally this month had the bulls
proclaiming the base metal’s long overdue rally –
based on its exposure to the electric-vehicle (EV)
boom – had arrived.

I am not so sure. Reports suggested technical buying,
some large Chinese orders and reiterations from
Indonesian officials about looming ore export bans,
drove up the price. Also, there was some catch-up
given base metals had lagged the rally in the bulks:
iron-ore and coal.
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As this column was written, the nickel price looked
overbought and poised for a pullback. But the
medium-term outlook for nickel is improving as the
metal is increasingly used in second-generation
lithium-ion batteries for EVs.

Underinvestment in new nickel production this
decade and nickel stockpiles at a seven-year low
should coincide with rising demand in the next few
years as more nickel is used in batteries. That should
drive the nickel price higher and with it nickel
producer earnings and valuations.

One of Australia’s larger nickel producers, Western
Areas, looks well placed. Its flagship asset is the fully
owned Forrestania Nickel Project, 500 kilometres
east of Perth.  Its operating mines, Flying Fox and
Spotted Quoll, produced just over 23,000 tonnes of
nickel ore in FY19.

Western Areas this month announced an offtake
sale-and-purchase agreement with Japan’s
Sumitomo Metal Mining Co – and expects to achieve
other agreements at favourable terms as offshore
demand for nickel rises, amid growth in EVs.

Western Areas’ share price had a small jump on the
news but the 12-month total return is negative 26%.
Over five years, Western Areas has an annualised
negative 13% return, in what has been a tough time
for nickel producers given the base metal’s price
slide.

I suspect the market is underestimating nickel’s rapid
gains in market share in EV batteries – a potential
boom market if ever there was one. For now, the
focus is on Chinese demand for stainless steel, which
accounts for the bulk of nickel use. On that score,
nickel could remain subdued this year given China’s
easing economy.

Any price weakness could be an opportunity for
contrarians who are comfortable with small-cap
mining stocks to add Western Areas to their portfolio.
If you believe in nickel’s long-term prospects in EV
batteries, Western Areas is worth considering.

From a charting perspective, Western Areas has held
price support around $2 a few times since 2016,
forming a solid base to launch its next uptrend.

Chart 1: Western Areas

Source: ASX 

2. Nufarm (NUF)

I covered the crop-protection company for the Switzer
Report in June 2019 when it was at $3.76. Nufarm
has rallied to $4.71 since that report and has further
to go.

To recap, Nufarm was belted this year after the
company updated the market on the implication of
three jury verdicts in United States courts against
chemicals giant Monsanto, which produces
controversial glyphosate-based products.

Nufarm said corporate risks relating to glyphosate
have increased and as a supplier of such herbicides it
was exposed to potential litigation risks after the US
court cases.

Compounding Nufarm’s problems was the Australian
drought and its effect on crop-protection projects and
seeds. Supply interruption at Nufarm’s European
operations, wet conditions and a late planting season
in the US, and a balance sheet that has high debt
added to the “perfect storm” of risks facing the
company.

Even after recent gains, Nufarm’s one-year total
return is minus 33%. The price fell from a 52-week
high of $7.69 to as low as $3.60 as the market fretted
about the company’s  cash flow and the potential for
another profit downgrade and dilutive equity capital
raising.

As I wrote in June, there is latent upside to Nufarm
when weather conditions normalise and the company
has better control of its European supply chain.

Also, negative sentiment towards Nufarm as a result
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of Monsanto’s issues looks overdone, given the
Australian company is a supplier rather than a
manufacturer of glyphosate and has said it believes
glyphosate-based herbicides are safe when used in
accordance with the label.

At $4.71, Nufarm is on a forward PE of about 10
times FY20 earnings, on consensus analysis. The
stock still looks undervalued, but gains might be
slower from here.

Chart 2: Nufarm

Source: ASX 

3. Domino’s Pizza Enterprises (DMP)

I nominated the pizza giant as a contrarian idea for
this report in May 2019 at $38.66. The stock  had a
brief rally in late June but is back to $38.15.

Domino’s has a long list of challenges: the fallout
from its wages-underpayment problem; a class action
that alleges Domino’s misled franchisees with some
wages-payment advice; and rising competition from
online food-ordering platforms such as Uber Eats, to
name a few.

Domino’s deserved to halve from its share-price
peak in late 2016. The stock was badly overvalued at
the time and there was too much hype about its
international growth prospects. The market also
underestimated the uptake on food-ordering platforms
and delivery services.

But every stock has its price. At $38.15, Domino’s is
on a forecast PE of about 19 times FY20 earnings.
The stock traded on a PE at or well above 25 times
for the past six financial years. A PE de-rating was
warranted, but it has gone too far given Domino’s
medium-term outlook.

Beneath all the gloom, Domino’s remains a major
player in digitally ordered food deliveries, a result of
its massive investment in ordering and delivery
technology. Domino’s control of food production and
quality are advantages over ordering platforms that
pick up food from restaurants and are under growing
attack about food quality and driver conditions.

Domino’s has upside in three areas. The first is
pricing power: my hunch is Domino’s could lift the
price of its pizzas – some of which are half the price
of competitors – without significant consumer
pushback. The value in Domino’s pizza for
price-conscious consumers is compelling.

The second potential upside is expanding the product
range. Adding items such as fried chicken, chips,
shakes and even burgers to its menus (without
slowing cooking times) could help Domino’s compete
with online food-ordering services that deliver a wider
range of items.

The third upside is store growth here and overseas.
Domino’s still has plenty of scope to open stores in
Australia and slowly increase same-store sales
growth. The likelihood is Domino’s having a smaller
share of a larger fast-food market over time.

An average share-price target of $51, based on the
consensus of 11 broking firms, suggests Domino’s is
materially undervalued at the current price. I’m not
as bullish as the consensus, but see emerging value
in Domino’s that could take time to be unlocked.

From a charting perspective, Domino’s needs to hold
above $38-39, a point of previous price support.

Chart 3: Domino’s

Source: ASX  

Tony Featherstone is a former managing editor of 
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BRW, Shares and Personal Investor magazines. The
information in this article should not be considered
personal advice. It has been prepared without
considering your objectives, financial situation or
needs. Before acting on information in this article
consider its appropriateness and accuracy, regarding
your objectives, financial situation and needs. Do
further research of your own and/or seek personal
financial advice from a licensed adviser before
making any financial or investment decisions based
on this article. All prices and analysis at 24 July 2019.
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Buy, Hold, Sell – What the Brokers Say
by Rudi Filapek-Vandyck

 
In the good books

1. AVENTUS GROUP (AVN) was upgraded to
Outperform from Neutral by Macquarie

Macquarie believes regulatory changes in the last few
months should benefit residential markets and assist
the company’s tenant base. The broker expects few
surprises in the FY19 results. Rating is upgraded to
Outperform from Neutral as the stock is offering an
attractive yield and sector-level growth. Target is
raised 38% to $2.90.

2. OIL SEARCH (OSH) was upgraded to
Overweight from Equal-weight by Morgan Stanley

Morgan Stanley upgrades to Overweight from
Equal-weight. The stock has been driven to multi-year
lows amid political concerns and delays in expansion.
The broker believes it is now an attractive time to
build a position. The recent de-rating has meant the
market effectively wiped out any value for
expansion, in the broker’s view. The resource base
is considered enormous in PNG and Morgan Stanley
believes in 5-10 years there will be another wave of
expansions. Target is $8.00. Industry view is In-Line.

3. SOUTH32 (S32) was upgraded to Add from
Hold by Morgans

Selling the South African Energy Coal business is a
major catalyst for the company. Morgans expects the
sale to be finalised in the first half of FY20. The main
benefit in the divestment comes from improved
competitiveness in key areas, assuming the company
does not recover material proceeds from the sale.
The company will write down a big portion of its
remaining $70m in carrying value at the August result
before it divests the business. South 32 has also
considered offloading its underperforming

manganese alloy assets. Morgans upgrades to Add
from Hold, as the stock is sold off just at the time of
the company approaching a major catalyst. Target is
reduced to $3.45 from $3.49.

4. UNIBAIL-RODAMCO-WESTFIELD (URW) was
upgraded to Neutral from Underperform by
Macquarie

Macquarie suspects the company’s growth rate will
disappoint the market. The large balance sheet is
also at risk of devaluations. Despite this, the stock
is trading at a -40% discount to net asset value and
the broker upgrades to Neutral from Underperform.
Target is reduced -7% to $9.93, reflecting an increase
in cap rate expansion assumptions and reflecting
continued downside risk to asset values.

In the not-so-good books

1. APN INDUSTRIA REIT (ADI) was downgraded to
Neutral from Outperform by Macquarie

While the expected lift in assets is intact, Macquarie
finds a reduction in M&A appeal. Growthpoint
Properties (GOZ) had stated it had received interest
from third parties acquiring its stake but no
transaction is expected at this time. Moreover, the
lease of Link Market Services (LNK) expires at
Rhodes in FY22 and will be a headwind for the
company if not re-signed. Rating is downgraded to
Neutral from Outperform. Target is reduced to $2.87
from $3.03.

2. AUSTAL (ASB) was downgraded to Neutral
from Buy by Citi

Citi believes Austal has multiple earnings drivers over
the longer term, given the backlog in two mature
US Navy contracts and margin expansion potential as
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production ramps up in Asia. However, the broker
downgrades to Neutral from Buy as the share price
has appreciated 87% since March. The FY19 result
has largely been pre-reported and the first FFG(X) is
likely to be awarded in late 2020, so the stock
appears to be lacking short-term catalysts. Target is
steady at $4.04.

3. DOMAIN HOLDINGS AUSTRALIA (DHG) was
downgraded to Sell from Neutral by UBS

The stock is now trading at 11% above the UBS price
target of $2.75 and the broker lowers the rating to Sell
from Neutral. Besides valuation, downside to
near-term earnings expectations is also envisaged.
Listings remain extremely weak. The broker factors in
revenue declines continuing into the first half of FY20,
remaining hopeful of a second-half recovery.

4. EVENT HOSPITALITY AND ENTERTAINMENT
(EVT) was downgraded to Hold from Buy by Ord
Minnett

The company presents a medium-long term growth
story, Ord Minnett suggests, with likely earnings
volatility at times. Growth is expected to come from
the development of substantial property projects that
currently exist on the balance sheet. The hotels &
resorts division is expected to be adversely affected
by the recent deterioration in revenue growth in both
Sydney and Melbourne. Yet Ord Minnett remains
confident in management’s ability to extract value.
The broker downgrades to Hold from Buy, given the
near-term headwinds. Target is reduced to $13.99
from $15.20.

5. NAVIGATOR GLOBAL INVESTMENTS (NGI)
was downgraded to Neutral from Outperform by
Macquarie

An update from Navigator shows FY19 earnings
coming in ahead of guidance and Macquarie’s
forecast thanks to an improved investment
performance in the second half. Assets under
management also improved although MAS flows
remain in the negative and Lighthouse flows were
also negative. The broker has lifted its target price to
$3.62 from $3.45 but on continuing outflows, the need
to cut costs to achieve the broker’s FY20 forecasts
and a 20% rally off 2019 lows, Macquarie

downgrades to Neutral from Outperform.

6. REGIS RESOURCES (RRL) was downgraded to
Underperform from Neutral by Macquarie and to
Sell from Neutral by UBS

Regis Resources’ June Q gold production was in line
with expectation but costs were higher. Costs are set
to increase further, Macquarie notes, as suggested by
FY20 guidance. A reserve update leads the broker to
extend its mine life assumption for Duketon, while
McPhillamys timing is key to valuation. On the higher
cost outlook Macquarie lowers its target to $5.10 from
$5.70 and its rating to Underperform.

Quarterly production was -3% below UBS estimates.
The broker notes the share price has rallied around
35% in the year to date, largely driven by the rise in
the gold price. However, cost guidance implies
only 50-70% of the gold price increase translated into
higher cash margins. The broker considers the stock
is more than fully priced and downgrades to Sell from
Neutral, although acknowledges an ongoing rally in
the Australian dollar gold price is a key risk. Target is
reduced to $4.85 from $5.10.

7. SPARK INFRASTRUCTURE GROUP (SKI) was
downgraded to Reduce from Hold by Morgans

Morgans suspects the company will need to cut its
distribution to around $0.105 per security from $0.15
per security, in FY21, because of the macroeconomic
and regulatory headwinds and the increasing tax
take. For a yield based stock this poses downside
risk and the broker downgrades to Reduce from Hold.
The target is reduced to $1.96 from $2.25.

8. SENEX ENERGY (SXY) was downgraded to
Neutral from Outperform by Credit Suisse

June quarter revenue was in line with Credit Suisse
numbers. The broker remains wary of the ramp-up
risks at Roma North. While Artemis does not appear
to be a near-term catalyst, it supports the broker’s
view that the company’s position as a local motivated
explorer will enable preferential access to acreage.
Rating is downgraded to Neutral from Outperform as
the share price has recovered. Target is $0.37.

The above was compiled from reports on FNArena.
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The FNArena database tabulates the views of seven
major Australian and international stock brokers: Citi,
Credit Suisse, Macquarie, Morgan Stanley, Morgans,
Ord Minnett and UBS.

Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regard to your
circumstances.
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Questions of the Week
by Paul Rickard

 
Question 1: What should 73 year old retired people
who are 90% in cash (earning 2.15% interest
currently) do with their money?

Answer (by Paul Rickard): The $64 million question!
Sounds like you really aren’t comfortable with shares
or other higher risk assets, so this late in the cycle, I
am very reluctant to recommend that you invest in
growth style assets.

There is nothing wrong with earning 2.15% and taking
absolutely no capital risk.

If you are prepared to take on some more risk (which
means you could lose some of your capital), I offered
some alternatives to term deposits in this article. See 
https://switzersuperreport.com.au/five-alternative-inve
stments-to-term-deposits/

Question 2: I notice that you recommend ISO as a
small companies investment. There have recently
been a number of articles written e.g. from Fidelity,
which make a strong case for using an active
manager for small caps, rather than a passive ETF
like ISO. Could you please comment.

Answer (by Peter Switzer). I think there is a great
case for using an active manager in that part of the
market. If anything, this is the part of the market
where they should perform best because companies
are less widely analysed. An issue, however, is that
due to popularity, the active manger gets “too big”
for this sector and can’t readily add to or exit their
positions.

Another challenge is identifying consistent performers
where you are not paying a premium to invest. Two
listed investment companies that you could consider
are WAM Microcap (WMI) and Mirrabooka
Investments (MIR).

Question 3:  One of the ETFs you suggested is IZZ,
which is a Blackrock fund covering large cap Chinese
stocks, with obvious attractions. Being a US
company, what if Trump decides to stop Blackrock
from dealing with Chinese ‘merchandise’ ? He and
his hawks have already shown a propensity to do
that. What happens to our investment?

Answer (by Peter Switzer): I think this is a very
unlikely scenario. Dealing with ‘merchandise’ is a
very different proposition to owning shares in a
Chinese company.

IZZ (Blackrock’s iShares Large Cap China ETF)
underlying investment is in an ETF (of the same
name) listed in the USA. The constituents of this ETF
are shares listed on the Hong Kong Stock Exchange.

Question 4: Could you please tell me where I can
find the change in the All Ords Accumulation Index for
the financial year 2018/2019. 

Answer (by Paul Rickard): All Ords: 11.04%,
S&P/ASX 200: 11.55%. These are total returns for
FY19 (1/7/18 to 30/6/19), based on the accumulation
indices. You can access at www.spindices.com (S&P
Dow Jones)
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